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FEDERICA 
BRIGNONE
GOLD 
Women’s Alpine 
Combined

SILVER 
Women’s GS

JAMES 
CRAWFORD
GOLD 
Men’s Super G

CAMERON 
ALEXANDER 
BRONZE 
Men’s Downhill

RAGNHILD 
MOWINCKEL
 

BRONZE 
Women’s GS

ALEKSANDER 
AAMODT 
KILDE
SILVER 
Men’s Super G

SILVER 
Men’s Downhill

LAURENCE 
ST-GERMAIN
 GOLD  
Women’s Slalom

THEA 
STJERNESUND
 

BRONZE 
Women’s Parallel

ALEX 
VINATZER
 

BRONZE 
Men’s Slalom
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FINDING THE GLOVE SIZE
When it comes to selecting the ideal glove size, it’s essential to consider two key measurements of your hand:

1. HAND LENGTH:
• Begin with your hand open and fingers extended.

• Measure from the tip of your middle finger down to the 
base of your palm, following a straight line.

2. HAND CIRCUMFERENCE:
• Start with your hand open and fingers extended.

• Measure the circumference of your hand, encircling it at 
the base of your knuckles.

By taking both of these measurements into account, you’ll be on your way to finding the perfect fit for your gloves, ensuring 
optimum comfort and performance during your winter adventures.

CHILDREN’S FORM 6 MONTHS UP TO 12 YEARS OLD:

00
size
6-12 Months

0
size
1-2 Years

I
size
2-3 Years

II
size
4-5 Years

III
size
5-6 Years

IV
size
7-8 Years

V
size
9-10 Years

VI
size
11-12 Years

cm inches cm inches world usa world usa world usa

11 3.93 13.4 4.88 - - - - 4 - jrxxs jrx 5

12 4.33 13.9 5.27 - - - - 4.5 - jrxs -

13 4.72 14.5 5.47 - - - - 5 - jrs jr 5

14 5.11 15.1 5.70 - - - - 5.5 - jrm -

15 5.51 15.7 5.94 6 - xxs - 6 - xxs - 6 - jrl jr m

16.5 5.90 16.3 6.18 6.5 - xs xs 6.5 - xs xs 6.5 - jrxl -

18 6.49 17.1 6.41 7 - s s 7 - s s 7 - jrxxl jr l

19 7.08 17.8 6.73 7.5 - sm - 7.5 - sm M 7.5 - jr3xl -

20 7.48 18.6 7 8 - m m 8 - m L 8 - jr4xl jr xl

21.5 7.87 19.3 7.32 8.5 - ml - 8.5 - ml XL

23 8.46 20 7.59 9 - l l

24 9.05 20.7 7.87 9.5 - xl -

25.5 9.44 21.5 8.14 10 - xxl xl

26.5 10 22.2 8.46 10.5 - 4xl -

CIRCUMFERENCE HAND LENGTH MEN’S SIZE WOMEN’S SIZE JUNIOR’S SIZE
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CUSTOM FIT 
LEVEL’s Revolutionary Custom Fit System brings an entirely new dimension to hand-wear. Say goodbye to one-size-fits-all and 
embrace a glove that molds perfectly to the unique contours of your hand.

Our secret lies in a breathable thermo-formable padding material engineered for durability, warmth, and comfort. By heating it 
to a precise 80°C, it seamlessly conforms to the shape of your hand, creating a glove that’s as unique as your fingerprint. What 
makes this system truly exceptional is its repeatability – you can customize your glove as often as you like to ensure the perfect 
fit every time you hit the slopes.

But that’s not all. LEVEL’s Custom Fit isn’t just about fit; it’s about enhancing your skiing experience. Expect elevated comfort, 
heightened sensitivity, and an improved grip on your ski-pole handle. Our thermo-formable material boasts outstanding 
qualities, from its lightweight nature to excellent memory and minimal shrinkage during shaping. It’s re-moldable, possesses 
high bond strength, is non-toxic, and doesn’t absorb water.

MADE FOR PROS:
Durable - Warm and comfortable 
Lightweight - Heat Moldable (Thermo-formable) 
Excellent memory 
Low shrinkage when heated, shaped and cooled 
Re-moldable  
High bond strength 
Non-toxic 
Does not absorb water

HOW TO CUSTOMIZE:
1- Heat the outside of the glove with a domestic hairdryer 
at a maximum temperature of 80 degrees at a distance of 
30 cm or where available, use the LEVEL oven - 

2 - Put the glove on, close the strap and let it cool for about 
5 minutes -

THIS CUSTOMIZATION PROCESS CAN BE REPEATED AS OFTEN AS WANTED -



VERY
WARM

4000

THINSULATE™  
The microfibres of 
Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres 
of other synthetic insulations, 
which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air 
and keeping in the warmth.

POLYGIENE®  
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

CUSTOM FIT 
This new unique system gives 
the opportunity to customize the 
glove/mitten to the anatomical 
shape of the hand.

WOOL LINING  
Wool is an excellent insulator, 
resistant and breathable, it is 
naturally absorbent and does 
not capture odors. Thanks to 
these unique characteristics, 
it is one of the favorite 
materials for our linings.

WORLDCUP CF MITT
CODE: 3004UM   70 yellow blue | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Racers looking for the state-of-the-art racing mitt

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection, Kirax Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric, 
Custom Fit, Tubes 3D protection technology, Graphene lining, Finger lining inside

RRP 1289 pln



GRAPHENE LINING  
Graphene offers perfect 
thermoregulation as it distributes 
the heat evenly. It is also totally 
waterproof, while being very 
breathable.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT  
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles 
and offers better sensibility

SUPERFABRIC TIP  
Superfabric tipped mitten 
designed for lasting 
performance, the mitten’s 
tip features Superfabric, 
renowned for its exceptional 
durability in extreme 
conditions and daily use.

PULLER  
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/
mitten

IMPACT PROTECTION  
Knuckles and underside of cuff 
are comprises with a specific 
anti-shocking material for 
improved protection and are 
reinforced with abrasion resistant 
fabric for top durability.

SUPERFABRIC®  
SuperFabric® is a material 
that’s longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.

skier: Federica Brignone



WARM

3000

CUSTOM FIT 
This new unique system 
gives the opportunity to 
customize the glove/mitten 
to the anatomical shape of 
the hand.

KIRAX STIMULATOR SYSTEM  
This innovative technology 
stimulates the body’s 
neurological system in a unique 
way to enhance reaction time, 
performance, and a sense of 
general well-being.

INDEX PROTECTION  
Our new Index Protection - 
robust knuckle protection on the 
index finger’s side, designed with 
anti-shock material for enhanced 
safety. Further reinforced with 
high-durability, abrasion-
resistant fabric.

DYNEEMA STITCHING  
Dyneema Stitching elevates 
LEVEL ski racing gloves. Our 
outside stitching delivers 
an impeccable fit, ensuring 
superior grip and absolute 
dexterity. Experience 
precision and control with 
every run. 

WORLDCUP CF
CODE: 3004UG   70 yellow blue | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Racers looking for the state-of-the-art racing glove

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection, Kirax Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, Silicone grip, Dyneema 
stitching, Superfabric, Custom Fit, Graphene lining, Durashield on back cuff

RRP 1289 pln



GREEN

CHOICEWARM

3000

PULLER  
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/
mitten

SPECIFIC PALM CUT  
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility

SUPERFABRIC®  
SuperFabric is a material that’s 
longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER  
A soft waterproof leather, 
used mainly for ski gloves 
in areas which are exposed 
to high abrasion such as the 
palms or between the thumb 
and index finger.

SQ CF
CODE: 3017UG | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Racers looking for extra protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection, Kirax Stimulator System SUSTAINABLE VALUE: 60% Organic FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, 
Silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric, Custom Fit, Graphene lining, Durashield on back cuff

43 pk black 70 yellow blue

RRP 1019 pln
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POLYGIENE®  
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

GRAPHENE LINING  
Graphene offers perfect 
thermoregulation as it 
distributes the heat evenly. 
It is also totally waterproof, 
while being very breathable.

KIRAX STIMULATOR SYSTEM  
This innovative technology 
stimulates the body’s 
neurological system in a 
unique way to enhance 
reaction time, performance, 
and a sense of general well-
being.

THINSULATE™  
The microfibres of 
Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres 
of other synthetic insulations, 
which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air 
and keeping in the warmth.

WOOL LINING  
Wool is an excellent insulator, 
resistant and breathable, it is 
naturally absorbent and does not 
capture odors. Thanks to these 
unique characteristics, it is one 
of the favorite materials for our 
linings. 

KNUCKLE PROTECTION  
Armor on the fingers and 
knuckles to provide ski racers the 
hand protection that’s a must-
have on the race course.

Aleksander Aamodt Kilde - Sq CF pro model



GREEN

CHOICE
VERY
WARM

4000

SQ CF MITT
CODE: 3017UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Racers looking for extra protection; warmth; and 
performance

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather 
palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection, Kirax Stimulator System SUSTAINABLE 
VALUE: 60% Organic FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, 
Silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric, Custom Fit, Graphene 
lining, Finger lining inside, Durashield on back cuff35 black white

43 pk black

70 yellow blue

POLYGIENE®  
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

3D KNUCKLE PROTECTION  
Introducing our 3D Knuckle 
Shape Protection – a necessity 
on the race course. Designed 
with armored protection for 
fingers and knuckles, ensuring a 
must-have hand protection for 
ski racers. 

OUTSIDE FINGER STITCHING  
This construction provides a 
better fit and a perfect grip.

GRAPHENE LINING  
Graphene offers perfect 
thermoregulation as it 
distributes the heat evenly. 
It is also totally waterproof, 
while being very breathable.

RRP 1019 pln



GREEN

CHOICEWARM

3000

RACE
CODE: 3024UG | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Racers looking for protection; warmth; and 
performance

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather  , Waterproof goat leather palm 
INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft, Hydrofill HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection 
SUSTAINABLE VALUE: 60% Organic FEATURES: Neoprene cuff, Silicone grip

01 black

35 black white

61 sky blue

IMPACT PROTECTION  
Knuckles and underside of cuff 
are comprises with a specific 
anti-shocking material for 
improved protection and are 
reinforced with abrasion resistant 
fabric for top durability.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT  
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility.

WORLD FINEST LEATHER  
The finest goat leather in 
the world. LEVELs’ leathers 
natural water repellency, 
durability, and insulating 
properties guarantee the 
best performance.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT®  
Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it 
won’t hold water so it even 
keeps you warm when it’s 
wet! A warm and soft feeling 
that offers good breathability.

RRP 799 pln



GREEN

CHOICEWARM

3000
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RACE MITT
CODE: 3024UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Racers looking for protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather  , Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft, Hydrofill HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection 
SUSTAINABLE VALUE: 60% Organic FEATURES: Neoprene cuff, Silicone grip, Finger lining inside

01 black 35 black white

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE  
The short under-cuff can 
easily be tucked into your ski 
jacket for more agility and 
less bulk getting in your way 
of wrist movement.

SILICONE PRINT REINFORCEMENT  
Reinforced synthetic leather palm 
with black silicone-patterned 
dots that provide durability and 
excellent grip.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP  
This closing system makes it 
easy to fit under jackets therefore 
offering a better closure.

PREFORMED FINGERS  
This is a special anatomical 
construction that permits 
a preformed shape. The 
preformed shape reduces 
wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and 
sensitivity.

RRP 799 pln



VERY
WARM

4000 WORLDCUP JR CF MITT
CODE: 4117JM   70 yellow blue | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Young racers looking for protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Silicone grip, Superfabric reinforcement, Custom Fit, Finger lining inside 
(sizes 6, 7, 8), Durashield on back

PULLER  
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/
mitten

DURASHIELD  
Meet Durashield, our transparent 
protective layer with a robust 
anti-abrasion process on the 
back of the glove. It offers 
unparalleled durability, shielding 
your gloves from wear and tear.

WOOL LINING  
Wool is an excellent insulator, 
resistant and breathable, it is 
naturally absorbent and does not 
capture odors. Thanks to these 
unique characteristics, it is one 
of the favorite materials for our 
linings.

POLYGIENE®  
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-
day confidence. Polygiene 
makes your glove/mitten stay 
fresh!

RRP 769 pln



WARM

3000
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WORLDCUP JR CF
CODE: 4117JG   70 yellow blue | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Young racers looking for protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, Silicone grip, Superfabric, Custom Fit, Durashield on 
back cuff and fingers protections

SUPERFABRIC®  
SuperFabric® is a material 
that’s longer lasting, has 
higher durability, and is 
designed for everything 
from extreme applications to 
rugged daily usage.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER  
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

CUSTOM FIT 
This new unique system gives 
the opportunity to customize the 
glove/mitten to the anatomical 
shape of the hand.

INDEX PROTECTION  
Our new Index Protection 
- robust knuckle protection 
on the index finger’s side, 
designed with anti-shock 
material for enhanced safety. 
Further reinforced with high-
durability, abrasion-resistant 
fabric.

RRP 769 pln



WARM

3000 SQ JR CF
CODE: 4113JG | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Young racers looking for protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Water resistant sublimated fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Hydrofill 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Reinforced palm, Custom Fit, Durashield on back cuff and fingers protections

43 pk black 70 yellow blue

KNUCKLE PROTECTION  
Armor on the fingers and 
knuckles to provide ski racers 
the hand protection that’s 
a must-have on the race 
course.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT  
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER  
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

THINSULATE™  
The microfibres of 
Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres 
of other synthetic insulations, 
which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air 
and keeping in the warmth.

RRP 639 pln



VERY
WARM

4000
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SQ JR CF MITT
CODE: 4113JM | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Young racers looking for protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Water resistant sublimated fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Hydrofill 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Reinforced palm, Custom Fit, Durashield on back

43 pk black 70 yellow blue

ADJUSTABLE STRAP  
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

3D KNUCKLE PROTECTION  
Introducing our 3D Knuckle 
Shape Protection – a necessity 
on the race course. Designed 
with armored protection for 
fingers and knuckles, ensuring a 
must-have hand protection for 
ski racers. 

CUSTOM FIT 
This new unique system gives 
the opportunity to customize the 
glove/mitten to the anatomical 
shape of the hand.

SUBLIMATION PRINTING  
High-resolution prints on 
both backs for a trendy-
inspired glove/mitt.

RRP 639 pln



WARM

3000 RACE JR
CODE: 4119JG | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Young racers looking for protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Reinforced palm, Durashield on fingers protections

40 pk white 70 yellow blue

PULLER  
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/
mitten

SUBLIMATION PRINTING  
High-resolution prints on both 
backs for a trendy-inspired glove/
mitt.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS  
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

THINSULATE™  
The microfibres of 
Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres 
of other synthetic insulations, 
which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air 
and keeping in the warmth.

RRP 419 pln



WARM

3000
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RACE JR MITT
CODE: 4119JM | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

TARGET CONSUMER: Young racers looking for protection; warmth; and performance

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural 

MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Reinforced palm, Durashield on fingers protections

40 pk white 70 yellow blue

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM  
Abrasion-resistant goat 
leather patches on palm and 
index finger for both stretch 
and durability.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP  
This closing system makes it 
easy to fit under jackets therefore 
offering a better closure.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS  
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

THINSULATE™  
The microfibres of 
Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres 
of other synthetic insulations, 
which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air 
and keeping in the warmth.

RRP 419 pln



WARM

3000 OVERGLOVE SPEED
CODE: 6019OM  70 yellow blue | SIZE: XS / L 

TARGET CONSUMER: Racers looking for added warmth on very cold days

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed

MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Knitted brush inside FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Special palm 
construction, Storm leash

WIND HOOD  
The wind hood can easily be 
attached to an elastic cord 
at the back of the hand. It 
creates full protection for the 
ride down where a Silicone 
printed palm maximizes the 
needed grip on your poles.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT  
The fabric is laminated with 
a process that permits to 
add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, 
optimizing warmth and comfort 
while keeping the hands dry.

EASY ACCESS  
Flip back the shell and free your 
fingers to play with your phone, 
camera without freezing your 
digits!

PULLER  
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/
mitten

RRP 219 pln
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skier: Filippo Della Vite
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7597AS 47 - WORLDCUP PRO 80LT
• BACK PANEL AND SHOULDER STRAPS PADDED 
• RAIN COVER 
• LARGE SIDE POCKET FOR CARRYING SKI BOOTS 
• EXTERNAL WATER BOTTLE POCKET

7522BP 70 - SKI TEAM PRO 60LT
• BACK PANEL AND SHOULDER STRAPS PADDED 
• RAIN COVER 
• LARGE SIDE POCKET FOR CARRYING SKI BOOTS 
• EXTERNAL WATER BOTTLE POCKET

RRP 749 pln

RRP 559 pln



7535BP 47 - SKI TRAINER LARGE 60LT
• BACK PANEL AND SHOULDER STRAPS PADDED 
• RAIN COVER 
• 3 EXTERNAL POCKETS WITH ZIP CLOSURE 
• EXTERNAL WATER BOTTLE POCKET

7521BP 66 - SKI TEAM 45LT
• BACK PANEL AND SHOULDER STRAPS PADDED 
• RAIN COVER 
• LARGE SIDE POCKET FOR CARRYING SKI BOOTS 
• EXTERNAL WATER BOTTLE POCKET

RRP 559 pln

RRP 479 pln
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7499AS - INTERCHANGEABLE WINGS
Customize your glove with your favourite team’s flag or logo! Packs of 10 pieces (5 pairs each) - Junior’s size available.

Switzerland 60

Poland C 47 Norway 50 Poland A 56

GB 20 USA 39 France 40

Austria 11 ITA 12 Canada 19

Czech Republic 02 Russia 03 Japan 09
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skier: River Radamus




